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Abstract

Understanding long, real-world videos requires model-
ing of long-range visual dependencies. To this end, we
explore video-first architectures, building on the common
paradigm of transferring large-scale, image–text models to
video via shallow temporal fusion. However, we expose two
limitations to the approach: (1) decreased spatial capabil-
ities, likely due to poor video–language alignment in stan-
dard video datasets, and (2) higher memory consumption,
bottlenecking the number of frames that can be processed.
To mitigate the memory bottleneck, we systematically an-
alyze the memory/accuracy trade-off of various efficient
methods: factorized attention, parameter-efficient image-
to-video adaptation, input masking, and multi-resolution
patchification. Surprisingly, simply masking large portions
of the video (up to 75%) during contrastive pre-training
proves to be one of the most robust ways to scale encoders
to videos up to 4.3 minutes at 1 FPS. Our simple approach
for training long video-to-text models, which scales to 1B
parameters, does not add new architectural complexity and
is able to outperform the popular paradigm of using much
larger LLMs as an information aggregator over segment-
based information on benchmarks with long-range tempo-
ral dependencies (YouCook2, EgoSchema).

1. Introduction
Long-video understanding requires modeling of the tempo-
ral dynamics and long-range visual dependencies of real-
world scenes [63, 64]. However, capturing long-range vi-
sual content is challenging, even when equipped with large
language models. In this paper, we overcome hardware
memory limitations and demonstrate how to extend video
encoders to directly process minutes-long visual content us-
ing language grounding, and simple, established techniques
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Figure 1. Two main training steps: (1) training a video encoder
via Noise Contrastive Estimation and (2) using this frozen video
encoder with a pre-trained, frozen LM and visual adapter layers
for video-to-text generation (e.g., video summarization and Q/A).

without additional architectural complexity [24, 64]. We fo-
cus on long videos through the lens of language, assessing
our models on the widely applicable tasks of visual summa-
rization and question-answering.

Recent work on vision–language models have yielded
impressive results, predominantly focusing on understand-
ing images or short clips of 16 frames or less [1, 13, 30,
72, 73]. This work recycles strong pre-trained image en-
coders, performs late temporal fusion [1, 71, 73], and em-
ploys mostly-frozen, powerful LLMs. The lack of video-
first encoders, equipped with early temporal aggregation,
may handicap the ability to process complex visual depen-
dencies, and this is usually reflected in prior work’s focus
on short video benchmarks (< 30 seconds) in which sixteen
frames are sufficient for competitive performance [4, 29].

In this work, we systematically explore video-first mod-
els starting from a standard image–language recipe using
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two-step training and large pre-trained LMs (Figure 1; [1]).
This baseline enables us to start from a demonstrably
scalable, simpler-to-tune, widely-used recipe that performs
competitively [15, 30]. Through our analysis, we are able
to scale this method in a memory-efficient manner to longer
sequences of frames, up to 4.3 minutes of video at 1 FPS.

We first explore video-first models on short-video bench-
marks (MSR-VTT [67], VATEX [60], YouCook2 [81], Ac-
tivityNet [28]) and compare against the SoTA VideoCoCa
model [71]. We show that simple joint space-time atten-
tion significantly improves performance over frame-level
encodings on benchmarks with rich temporal dependencies
(YouCook2, VATEX). Overall, our models are able to reach
VideoCoCa performance, while requiring fewer parameters
and lower frame resolution.

This performance gain incurs extra compute and mem-
ory costs that grow quadratically with the video length.
To address this, we provide one of the first systematic
analyses of the memory/accuracy pareto-front of popular
memory-efficient methods; this includes factorized atten-
tion, parameter-efficient image-to-video adaptation, input
masking, and multi-resolution patchification. Through this
analysis, we find that among all these options, simple to-
ken masking (up to 75%) during contrastive pre-training
incurs only a 1% Recall@1 drop on zero-shot text-video
retrieval, and no drop in zero-shot video captioning. At
the same time, such high masking offers 2-3x memory
savings and allows us to generalize to longer video con-
texts. The alternatives we explore (e.g., efficient backbone
architectures, more sophisticated TubeViT-style patchifica-
tion [49]), do not maintain the same robustness against
noisy video inputs and present a 25% relative decrease in
performance for text-video retrieval on challenging bench-
marks (YouCook2, VATEX). Finally, although parameter-
efficient methods [21, 22] fail to adapt image encoders to
video-first models without suffering performance drops, we
find that they can adapt video models trained on short con-
texts (e.g., 16 second videos) to longer temporal horizons.

Based on the above learnings, we extend our best per-
forming short-video encoder to longer contexts of 256
frames (4.3 minutes at 1 FPS). We use the full-length videos
of HowTo100M [42] accompanied by LLM-generated sum-
maries based on the ASR to further contrastively train our
LONGVIVIT while masking 75% of the input video to-
kens and freezing most parameters of the encoder. LONG-
VIVIT-to-text (∼1B parameters) is able to outperform
modular methods that use LLM assistance and PALI-
3 [9] for frame captioning on temporally rich benchmarks
(YouCook2, EgoSchema). Even modular methods that con-
sider frame selection (SeViLA [74]) or an oracle segmen-
tation of the video for localizing and captioning key events
(on YouCook2) cannot reach LONGVIVIT’s performance.
An interesting byproduct of our work is that we can glean

which video–language benchmarks have strong temporal
dependencies, and thus are suitable for testing long video
models; we find that papers often use benchmarks in which
short video or even blind models perform well [5, 41, 67].
In short, we provide the following contributions:
• We explore the memory/accuracy pareto-frontier of

video-first vision–language models, and systematically
evaluate many architectural, data, and training alterna-
tives. In the end, we identify a simple recipe that enables
scaling to 4.3 minutes at 1 FPS, many times longer than
comparable video–language models [1, 71].

• We identify short and long video benchmarks with sub-
stantial temporal dependencies, for which we demon-
strate that the traditional image-first, late-temporal fusion
recipe is convincingly weaker than a video-first approach.

• Finally, we compare our long video models to a variety
of strong baselines and show competitive performance
with far fewer parameters; this includes baselines that
use LLM-based aggregation over visual captions, and we
quantitatively evaluate this common approach for the first
time on standard video benchmarks.

2. Related Work

We base our recipes on [1, 30], which provide a strong
two-step video–language recipe that leverages pre-trained
LLMs and works at scale. Similar work at smaller scale
has additionally included captioning losses [32, 76], more
contrastive losses [10, 38, 43, 66], masking/masked autoen-
coding [15, 16, 18, 19, 33, 35, 40, 55], and combinations
thereof [13, 23, 54, 58, 61, 72, 73, 75, 82]. This work fo-
cuses on image–text modeling and extends to <30 seconds
via image-to-video transfer, selective fine-tuning, or tempo-
ral fusion of frame encodings [1, 71, 73].

A volume of work focuses on video-first learning. This
includes some of the very early work in image-to-video ker-
nel inflation [6, 53, 56], transformer-based video architec-
tures [2, 3, 37], image-to-video parameter-efficient adap-
tion [7, 36, 46], and multiple spatiotemporal resolutions
along different network paths [14, 39, 68, 70]. These have
still only been demonstrated on short videos, so other works
have broached the challenge of temporal scalability: [24, 51,
64] propose alternative encoders, and [27, 48, 59] propose
more exotic attention mechanisms. TubeViT [49] proposes
multi-granularity patchification. We systematically dissect
what works and scales among some of these alternatives,
electing options that enable us to re-use strong pre-trained
models and use standard, more easily-tuned architectures.

Specifically in video-to-text generation, approaches that
handle longer videos are very limited and mostly target
images or short videos [15, 31, 61]. A dominant ap-
proach is to summarize frames and aggregate information
via LLMs [31, 34, 62, 77]. To the best of our knowl-
edge, we are the first to attempt to train large-scale video-
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to-text models on longer sequences of frames and directly
test them against LLM-assisted modular methods on chal-
lenging temporal benchmarks [41, 81].

3. The Video-to-Text Architecture
We base our approach on the successful two-step recipe
that combines pre-trained vision and language models [e.g.,
1, 30, 72, 73] as shown in Figure 1: (1) we first pre-train a
vision encoder, and then (2) fuse the frozen vision represen-
tations into a pre-trained, frozen LM.

3.1. Video–Language Contrastive Pre-training

Following common practice [1, 30], we use a dual vision–
language architecture with a Noise Contrastive Estimation
(NCE) loss [17, 45, 65] to pre-train our vision encoder, sim-
ilar to CLIP [50], ALIGN [26] and VideoCLIP [66]. Both
encoders are transformers [57]: a BERT-medium (77M) or
base (117M) language encoder and ViT-Base (86M param-
eters) or Large (307M parameters) vision encoder. On the
language side, caption representations are computed by av-
eraging across the corresponding token representations. On
the vision side, video frames are patchified into a sequence
of visual tokens, fed into a vision encoder, and then average
pooled to produce a final video representation.

Most prior larger-scale video–language models use pre-
trained image encoders and patchify frames individually
via 2D convolutions [e.g., 1, 66, 71]. Instead, we create
spatiotemporal tubelets via 3D convolutions as done in re-
cent vision-only models [2, 49, 55]. Using 3D tubelets in-
stead of flat patches has the dual advantage of higher in-
put compression and more explicit temporal contextualiza-
tion; our early experiments yielded improved performance.
The tubelet embedding sequence is then flattened, added to
learnable positional embeddings, and fed into the vision en-
coder. The vision encoder uses spatio-temporal attention
as in ViViT [2]: Joint space-time attention does not add any
new parameters to vanilla image ViT [12], facilitating trans-
fer between image and video models.

Training a large-scale transformer-based video encoder
can be challenging because self-attention across thousands
of visual tokens is both compute and memory intensive.
Memory bottlenecks a model in two ways: (1) limiting the
number of frames, and (2) limiting the contrastive batch size
during training, negatively impacting performance. To ad-
dress (2), we use a pre-trained image encoder trained with
large batch sizes, and further tune it on videos, instead of
jointly training from scratch on images and videos. For
initializing the 3D convolution, we repeat the pre-trained
weights across the temporal dimension similarly to [2]
(see Appendix A). During video–language pre-training, we
maintain different embedding paths for images vs. videos:
images are embedded with the original 2D convolution and
videos with a separate 3D convolution (no weight sharing).

3.2. Video-to-Text Tuning

We follow prior work [e.g., 1, 72, 73] by plugging the frozen
pre-trained vision encoder into a frozen pre-trained LM.
We first temporally mean pool the video representations to
keep a fixed number of tokens independently of the num-
ber of frames and next use a randomly initialized Perceiver-
resampler [25] to project the representations to the LM em-
bedding space (Appendix A). We add new randomly initial-
ized cross-attention layers at each layer of the LM to ground
generation on the visual content. We train the new lay-
ers and Perceiver resampler with a standard auto-regressive
video captioning loss: − log p(wt|w < t;V), where wt is
its tth token, and V is the video representation.

4. Memory-Efficient Encoder Design Space
Device memory is a key bottleneck for video training with
joint space-time attention. To overcome this, we explore
four broad categories of solutions: (1) efficient attention,
(2) parameter-efficient image-to-video adaptation, (3) input
token masking, and (4) multi-resolution patchification.
1. Attention mechanism. Factorized attention [2, 3] sep-
arates the temporal and spatial dimensions over which self-
attention is applied, reducing both memory and computa-
tional costs. However, this modification introduces a new
temporal block within each transformer layer making ini-
tialization and model tuning more challenging. In con-
trast to [2], that initializes the new blocks with zeroes, we
find that we achieve best performance when initializing
the temporal blocks with the same self-attention weights
of ViT. However, we add a gating mechanism which acts
as a residual connection between the self-attention blocks:
h = h+ tanh(α)htemporal. Here, α is a trainable parame-
ter initialized to zero, that helps maintain the capabilities of
the original ViT during training.
2. Parameter-efficient adaptation. We explore using
parameter-efficient methods from NLP [8] to adapt im-
age encoders to video, while only tuning a small percent-
age of model parameters. Most prior work adapts image-
based models by freezing an image backbone and adding
late, trainable temporal-fusion layers [10, 71, 78]. In con-
trast, we explore ways to use pre-trained image encoders
and adapt them to video-first architectures [7, 36, 46].
Inspired by the success of parameter-efficient adaptation
in NLP [79], we consider using MLP Adapters [21] and
LoRA [22] (details in Appendix A). We also explore tun-
ing only temporal self-attention blocks [7], effectively as
adapter layers, in factorized attention. In all variants, we
still tune the video-specific 3D patch convolution.
3. Token masking. Most existing work samples videos at
a fixed frames per second (FPS) rate [e.g., 1, 2, 55, 74].
However, semantics required for many video–language
tasks vary slowly in the temporal dimension [80] and videos
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present high degree of redundancy between consecutive
frames [55]. We explore ways to sparsely sample the video
input to reduce the number of input visual tokens. Specifi-
cally, we test random masking of input tubelet embeddings.
Since consecutive frames are largely redundant, the same
semantic signals could potentially be extracted even with
high masking rates. For example, [55] masks up to 95%
of the input video to reach optimal performance on the task
of video-masked autoencoding. We demonstrate similar re-
sults in a video–language setting.
4. Multi-resolution patchification. Finally, we test a
simple approach to reduce redundancy in videos via more
coarse-grained patchification in the temporal or spatial di-
mension, as commonly done in multiple-view video mod-
els [14, 39, 70]. However, this decreases frame resolution,
and may lose fine-grained information. As a result, we also
experiment with TubeViT [49] variant that combines flat
patches and tubelets of different granularity to mitigate in-
formation loss. Following [49], we use four different con-
volution kernels that can encode either coarse-grained tem-
poral or spatial information; details are in Appendix A.

5. Datasets and Benchmarks
For contrastive pre-training, we use: (1) 27M video-text
pairs (VTP) as described in [1], (2) HowTo100M [42]
(HT100M; 100M instructional YouTube clips aligned with
ASR using their timestamps, called HowTo100M Clips),
and (3) VideoCC3M [44] (3M video-text pairs based on
Conceptual Captions [52]). Unfortunately, we find the text–
video alignment in VideoCC3M to be of poor quality; in-
stead, we use a modified variant with generated pseudo-
labeled captions of every video by PALI [9] (see Appen-
dices B, C). To pre-train with longer videos, we use a long
version of HowTo100M (referred to as HowTo100M Sum-
mary) consisting of (1) the full-length videos with an aver-
age duration of 6.5 minutes and (2) their textual summaries
generated by automatically cleaning and summarizing the
ASR transcripts using an LLM [20]. We also include the
image datasets of [1]. For video-to-text tuning, we use the
same mixture of datasets but exclude HowTo100M Clips,
since the noisy video-text alignments hurt performance.

We report text-video retrieval and captioning results on
short video benchmarks, with average video length ≤30
seconds: MSR-VTT [67], YouCook2 [81], ActivityNet
Captions [28], and VATEX [60]. To evaluate performance
on longer videos, we consider video summarization on full-
length versions of YouCook2 and ActivityNet Captions,
with a video duration of up to 5 minutes, and multiple-
choice video question answering (QA) on EgoSchema [41].

6. Experimental Results
In Section 6.1, we describe our results evaluating alterna-
tives in memory-efficient video encoder design; options de-

MSR-VTT VATEX YC2 AN

T2V V2T T2V V2T T2V V2T T2V V2T

Joint ST-ViViT 39.6 38.1 23.8 26.3 12.3 13.6 6.7 6.4
Factorized ST-ViViT 40.2 36.9 25.3 25.4 11.6 12.7 6.6 7.4
Avg Frame-level 39.3 34.8 24.8 25.0 9.1 7.9 6.8 7.1
Att-pool Frame-level 38.4 37.5 21.9 26.1 9.0 8.9 6.1 6.2

Table 1. Text-video retrieval results (% Recall@1) when consid-
ering different visual backbones.

scribed in Section 4. For this analysis, we use ViT-B/BERT-
medium, with training details in Appendix B and ablations
on experimental design in Appendix C.

In Section 6.2, we combine our most competitive de-
sign choices from 6.1 and test our models on short and long
video understanding benchmarks. We scale our best model
variants to ViT-L/BERT-base with a 400M (or 1B) language
decoder. We test our short video models on text-video re-
trieval and video captioning, and our long video models on
video summarization and QA on 256-frame videos.

In Section 6.3, we share our experience working across
short and long video benchmarks [5, 11, 41, 60, 67], offer-
ing insights about which ones yield robust temporal signal.

6.1. Exploration of Memory-Efficient Designs

We explore memory-efficient methods to train video-first
encoders as described in Section 4. We first consider short
video inputs of 16 frames at 1 FPS and report peak train-
time memory consumption vs. performance on text-video
retrieval on short video benchmarks [5]. Then, we test
whether our main findings hold for longer inputs (128+
frames) on video summarization on full-length YouCook2.

Base architectures. We explore the memory/accuracy
trade-off of different visual backbones in Table 1: ViViT
with joint space-time attention (i.e., Joint ST-ViViT), ViViT
with factorized attention (i.e., Factorized ST-ViViT) [2],
and frame-level (ViT-based) image encodings with average
or attentional pooling (‘att-pool’) [1, 71]. Different methods
perform similarly, especially on MSR-VTT and ActivityNet
(AN). Interestingly, attentional pooling on top of frame-
level encodings does not improve performance. ViViT
with either joint or factorized attention performs best and
presents higher gains for YouCook2 (YC2), the more tem-
porally challenging benchmark [6.3]. In contrast to prior
work [e.g., 10, 71] which tests frozen image-to-video trans-
fer and claims joint attention to be inferior, we find it to be
competitive in this fully fine-tuned setting.

Architectures and token masking. We now test robust-
ness of backbones when masking part of the input tubelets
(0-75%). We report Recall@1 on text-to-video retrieval for
YouCook2 and VATEX1 per backbone for different masking

1We do not observe significant sensitivity to input masking for MSR-
VTT and ActivityNet Captions across all configurations (Section 6.3).
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of efficient methods presented in Figure 2 in comparison with the
vanilla approach (i.e., no input masking and full fine-tuning) at
different model scales to test whether behavior is similar.

ratios in Figure 2. Joint space-time attention (JST) is robust
against noise from masking up to 75% during pre-training.
The same does not hold for frame-level encodings and fac-
torized attention (FST), where performance drops consis-
tently as we increase masking. We conclude that JST can
better handle noisy inputs and use it in further exploration.

Parameter-efficient adaptation. We next report perfor-
mance of parameter-efficient image-to-video adaptation in
Figure 2. We consider (1) JST with (a) MLP Adapters at ev-
ery layer of the encoder, (b) LoRA with rank decomposition
matrices in the self-attention and feed-forward transformer
blocks, and (2) factorized temporal adaptation where we
tune the temporal self-attention. No adaptation method can
reach the memory savings provided by high input masking,
since we tune parameters depthwise and gradient computa-
tion still requires backpropagation through the model. At
the same time, we see significant performance drop, sug-
gesting that adaptation of spatial-only models to the tem-
poral dimension cannot be sufficiently addressed in semi-
frozen fashion. Comparing parameter-efficient methods, we
find MLP Adapters to be more competitive than LoRA,

which is now canonical for LLMs. We hypothesize that
LoRA is successful for tuning very small portions of the
network and performing “easier” in-modality transfer.
Adaptation at scale. We next scale from ViT-B/86M to
ViT-L/307M in Figure 3 and test whether observations hold
with different model scales. We present the % memory in-
crease from base to large (left bar set) and % performance
decrease of each method at each scale2. Joint ST exhibits
a similar memory pattern to frame-level, while leading to
smaller accuracy drops, whereas factorized ST presents sig-
nificant memory overhead with model scale due to the extra
temporal parameters. For this reason, we exclude factor-
ized ST from further experimentation. Finally, parameter-
efficient methods are unable to achieve competitive perfor-
mance at both model scales, although their memory require-
ments scale better with model size.
Multi-resolution patchification. Given the outsized
memory impact of input token count in Figure 4, we ad-
ditionally analyze: (1) coarse-grained patchification in the
temporal (convolution over 4 instead of 2 frames) and/or
spatial (convolution over 32x32 instead of 16x16 pixel
spaces) dimension, and (2) the TubeViT [49] approach of
multiple tube kernels of different spatiotemporal size and
strides. For all benchmarks, masking the input at high
ratios while maintaining a fine granularity of tubelets de-
creases performance significantly less than other input pro-
cessing methods. Temporal coarse-grained patchification
negatively affects benchmarks with richer temporal depen-
dencies (i.e., YouCook2, VATEX) more than spatial. The
opposite trend holds for datasets depending on spatial un-
derstanding (i.e., MSR-VTT, ActivityNet Captions3). Tube-
ViT acts as the middle ground between the two by em-
ploying multiple kernels, with some performance degrada-
tion across all benchmarks. However, it is not able to al-
leviate the negative effects caused by considering coarser-

2Performance drop for factorized ST is omitted since the variant with-
out masking leads to out of memory issues.

3Omitted from Figure 4 but follows same patterns as MSR-VTT.
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grained information and presents higher memory require-
ments due to the multiple convolutions. Overall, we find
that high masking with Joint ST and small tubelets yields
the strongest memory/performance curves.

Scaling to longer videos. We now test the best methods
from Figure 4 on 128 input frames (32.7k visual tokens).
We select methods that are within a memory budget (red
vertical lines) and would fit on a 16GB device when ex-
panded to long videos (128+ frames). We contrastively fine-
tune [3.1] our best performing video model (i.e., Joint ST
referred to as SHORTVIVIT) on sequences of 128 frames on
HowTo100M Summary [5], as detailed in Appendix B. We
refer to this model as LONGVIVIT. Finally, we fine-tune
LONGVIVIT for text generation (Section 3.2) on the full-
length YouCook2, and report Rouge-L in Figure 5, mea-
suring memory consumption during both long-context con-
trastive (x-axis) and video-to-text (y-axis) tuning.

Validating our previous results, IMAGEVIT (frame-level
encodings) trained on longer videos with 75% masking4

significantly under-performs video-first models (10 R-L
drop). SHORTVIVIT without further HT100M Summary
training performs better than IMAGEVIT, but cannot match
models adapted to longer videos. LONGVIVIT improves
performance by 1.8 Rouge-L points over SHORTVIVIT.
Comparing input masking with coarser-grained patchifica-
tion5 provides similar insights to the previous paragraph.

4We start from IMAGEVIT trained on short videos with no masking.
5Using the same fine-grained SHORTVIVIT model for initialization.

Finally, we test MLP Adapters [21] for tuning SHORT-
VIVIT to longer videos and observe no performance drop
in comparison with full fine-tuning. This provides further
evidence that parameter-efficient methods can be used for
“easier transfers” but not temporal adaptation of spatial-
only models. One downside of MLP Adapters is that it in-
creases parameter count during video-to-text tuning (y-axis
in Figure 5). Thus, we also experiment with contrastively
tuning only the last four layers of the model. With this,
we observe a further 3x decrease in memory, since we tune
the network widthwise and excise early layer gradient com-
putation. At the same time, there is no memory increase
for video-to-text and no performance degradation. We con-
clude that this combination (high input masking and tuning
the last layers) is an effective setting for longer video adap-
tation. Given the observed robustness to masking, to further
decrease video-to-text memory, we also mask 30% of the
input video during training and inference without observing
any drop in summarization performance (see Appendix C).

6.2. Main Results
Short video benchmarks. We present our main results
on short video benchmarks in Table 2. We use ViT-L with
BERT-base for contrastive pre-training (Section 3.1) and a
400M frozen LM for video-to-text tuning (Section 3.2). Our
entire video-to-text model accounts for ∼900M parameters,
although we additionally test scaling the frozen LM to 1B
parameters (∼1.5B total count). We report Recall@1 for
zero-shot text-video retrieval and CIDEr for zero-shot and
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MSR-VTT VATEX YouCook2 ActivityNet
Zero-shot FT Zero-shot FT Zero-shot FT Zero-shot FT

T2V/V2T C1/C2 C1 T2V/V2T C1/C2 C1 T2V/V2T C1/C2 C1 T2V/V2T C1/C2 C1

IMAGEVIT-L 30.9/41.6 24.6/25.1 63.6 36.2/42.9 37.9/39.4 61.1 18.2/16.8 14.5/16.5 95.9 20.6/18.2 16.3/17.7 41.1
SHORTVIVIT-L 31.9/38.9 32.7/32.9 63.1 37.8/42.8 43.6/43.0 67.5 20.4/20.5 21.0/22.1 131.9 21.3/18.9 25.2/26.1 44.8
EffSHORTVIVIT-L 29.9/38.3 33.8/33.9 63.8 34.4/42.7 41.3/42.7 64.7 20.5/20.3 21.1/21.7 127.1 20.1/17.7 27.0/26.5 41.1
VideoCoCa-L [71] 33.3/– 24.3 – – – – 18.9/– 20.7 – 31.5*/– 17.4 –

VideoCoCa-2.1B 34.3/64.7 27.1 73.2 53.2/73.6 22.8 77.8 20.3/– 34.3 128.0 34.5*/33.0* 19.3 39.3
Flamingo-3B [1] – – – – 40.1 – – 55.8 – – – –

Table 2. We present three model variants: IMAGEVIT-L, that uses frame-level encodings with a late temporal fusion trained on im-
ages and videos, SHORTVIVIT-L, our best performing video-first model with joint space-time attention, and Efficient SHORTVIVIT-L
(EffSHORTVIVIT-L) where we apply 75% train-time masking for 3x memory savings. We also report performance for SoTA image-first
models: VideoCoCa-L and Flamingo-3B, although they are bigger and not directly comparable. We report Recall@1 for zero-shot text-
to-video (T2V) and video-to-text (V2T) retrieval, and CIDEr for zero-shot and fine-tuned (FT) captioning when considering a 400M (C1)
or 1B (C2) frozen LM for generation. ActivityNet retrieval results marked with * are not directly comparable, as these models uniformly
sample frames, whereas we use the first frames of the long video with a fixed FPS of 1 to match experimental settings across benchmarks.

fine-tuned video captioning. We consider three model vari-
ants: frame-level encodings IMAGEVIT, SHORTVIVIT,
and SHORTVIVIT with 75% masking that uses 2-3x less
memory (referred to as Efficient SHORTVIVIT). We also
report results for VideoCoCa [71] and Flamingo [1]6.

Our results remain consistent with our earlier observa-
tions. Contextualizing only intra-frame dependencies cou-
pled with late temporal fusion (IMAGEVIT) leads to inferior
performance for retrieval and captioning on benchmarks
with richer temporal dependencies (YouCook2, VATEX)
but performs better on retrieval on MSR-VTT which relies
on spatial understanding. Video-first architectures further
tuned on video datasets (substantially noisier than curated
image ones) improve temporal capabilities at the expense
of spatial. For Efficient SHORTVIVIT, we find that mask-
ing 75% of the input video causes a performance drop: an
average of 1% absolute difference on zero-shot retrieval and
no significant difference on zero-shot captioning across all
benchmarks. The efficient model still performs similarly or
better than IMAGEVIT, especially on captioning and tem-
porally rich benchmarks (e.g., YouCook2, VATEX), while
consuming significantly less memory. Finally, when scal-
ing the frozen LM component from 400M to 1B (C1→C2)
for zero-shot video-to-text generation, we observe moderate
improvements across benchmarks and variants.

We compare our results against large image-based mod-
els with SoTA performance on video benchmarks (second
block of Table 2). Although results are not directly com-
parable due to different experimental settings, we are com-
petitive and achieve even better results for temporally rich
benchmarks (i.e., YouCook2) on text-video retrieval for
models of similar parameter count7. Moreover, our models

6Models are not directly comparable due to different pre-training
datasets, model sizes, training regimes, and input resolution. For in-
stance, [71] fully fine-tune the LM and report results for 576 × 576 frame
resolution instead of 256 × 256.

7Video-text retrieval results on ActivityNet Captions are not compara-

significantly outperform VideoCoCa on most video caption-
ing benchmarks even when considering their much larger
versions in the zero-shot setting. Finally, when fine-tuning
our video-to-text models with the 400M LM, we are again
able to match and surpass the performance of the larger
VideoCoCa-2.1B in two out of four benchmarks.

Long video understanding. We further tune LONG-
VIVIT-L on 256-frame HT100M Summary videos and
evaluate zero-shot/fine-tuned summarization (YouCook2,
ActivityNet) and QA (EgoSchema released subset); this is
shown in Table 3. We additionally report results of LONG-
VIVIT on Perception Test [47] in Appendix D, where
videos are short but can benefit from higher FPS.

We consider two families of models. 1. Models that take
as input 256 frames (first block of Table 3): IMAGEVIT and
SHORTVIVIT pre-trained on 16-frame clips, and LONG-
VIVIT further trained on 256-frame clips. 2. Modular ap-
proaches from prior work (second block of Table 3): (a)
SeViLA Localizer [74] for localizing important frames in
the long video given a textual query which are then fed into
SHORTVIVIT for performing the task8, and (b) the popular
paradigm of captioning video segments or frames and using
an LLM to aggregate information and form coherent sum-
maries or answer questions [31, 34, 77]. We try the latter
approach with IMAGEVIT and SHORTVIVIT, generating
captions over 16-second video segments and then feeding
the captions to the September 2023 release of Bard, a much
larger LLM than the ones used in previous results. We cap-
tion clips using uniform video segmentation (every 16 sec-
onds) or an oracle segmentation when available (i.e., we
consider ground-truth start and end timestamps for differ-
ent events within ActivityNet and YouCook2 videos). We

ble since we are only considering the first 16 seconds of the video, whereas
[71] uniformly sample frames from the entire video (∼180 seconds).

8We select 16 frames using the pre-trained localizer provided by [74].
For video summarization, we use synthetic summaries of the video gener-
ated by PALI+Bard as the textual query for retrieving frames.
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Zero-shot Fine-tuned

AN YC2 ES AN YC2

Inference with 256 frames

IMAGEVIT 14.4 4.6 40.8 23.8 29.4
SHORTVIVIT 15.4 7.0 47.9 24.3 29.5
LONGVIVIT 15.2 20.3 56.8 24.0 30.6

Modular approaches with 16-frame video models

SeViLA-to-SHORTVIVIT 16.2 4.2 49.6 24.4 28.3
IMAGEVIT-to-Bard 18.1 15.8 35.0 22.9 19.1

+ oracle segments 16.3 16.2 – 22.7 22.1
SHORTVIVIT-to-Bard 19.3 18.1 42.0 22.7 20.8

+ oracle segments 18.3 18.2 – 22.7 24.7

PALI [9] 5B-to-Bard 22.0 19.9 44.8 – –
Blind Bard – – 27.0 – –
SoTA [69] – – – 36.9 34.6

Table 3. Results on long video-to-text benchmarks. We report
Rouge-L for zero-shot and fine-tuned video summarization on Ac-
tivityNet Captions (AN) and YouCook2 (YC2) and zero-shot ac-
curacy (%) for multiple choice QA on EgoSchema (ES).

also test substituting our small video models with PALI-
3 (5B parameters) for frame captioning9. Finally, we ref-
erence the SoTA fine-tuned performance on ActivityNet
and YouCook2, when using specialized models with pre-
computed features by multiple networks, object detectors,
and domain-specific vocabulary [69].

Looking through Table 3, we find that on ActivityNet,
which contains less temporal dependencies [6.3], modular
approaches via frame selection or LLM-based aggregation
of information (second block) perform well. Frame caption-
ing via PALI combined with the power of LLMs is enough
for the task in a zero-shot setting. For fine-tuned models,
feeding either the long input or selected frames into SHORT-
VIVIT perform better than utilizing Bard. On ActivityNet,
we see no benefit from training further on longer videos.

In contrast, we find that short video and modular models
are insufficient for addressing video tasks with longer-range
temporal dependencies (YouCook2, EgoSchema). Adapt-
ing SHORTVIVIT to longer contexts (LONGVIVIT) signif-
icantly improves performance and achieves the best scores
across all comparison approaches. Using Bard as an in-
formation aggregator over individual clip captions cannot
achieve competitive performance, even when considering
an oracle video segmentation for YouCook2 (Lines 3 and 5
in the second block of Table 3). Surprisingly, even using a
much larger and more powerful image-based model (PALI)
cannot reach LONGVIVIT on YouCook2 and EgoSchema.
Interestingly, selecting 16 key frames and feeding them
into SHORTVIVIT also outperforms Bard-based methods
on EgoSchema and fine-tuned YouCook2. This suggests
there can be temporal dependencies in long videos that can-
not be resolved even with an optimal event segmentation for
the video, or be aggregated by LLMs given inprecise visual

9We consider captions of key frames per 8 seconds of video.
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Figure 6. Performance difference (%) per benchmark when we
remove (1) video or (2) image data from the training mixture.

information. On such benchmarks, LONGVIVIT demon-
strates strong performance even without LLM assistance.

6.3. Brief Notes on Video Evaluations

We briefly describe some of our findings on video evalu-
ations. Firstly, we find that blind Bard is able to achieve
SoTA results on the full set of EgoSchema (no visual in-
put; 33.9% accuracy vs. 32.1% for the best model in [41]).
Adding visual information from PALI into Bard increases
performance to just 39.2%. However, on EgoSchema’s re-
leased subset, performance of blind Bard is 27%, which is
much lower than PALI-to-Bard (44.8%), suggesting that the
subset contains questions that rely more on visual ground-
ing than pure language reasoning, so we report numbers on
the subset in Table 3 and on the full set in Appendix ??.

Figure 6 details a simple ablation across other video
benchmarks to quantify temporal richness. We test re-
moving either video or image data from the training mix
and measure the effect on performance (video-to-text Re-
call@1). We see a dramatic performance drop when re-
moving video data for YouCook2 and VATEX (up to 75%).
ActivityNet and MSRVTT suffer more from the absence of
image data, whereas non-video training influences perfor-
mance in lesser degree (as little as 18% for MSR-VTT).
We believe there’s room for more fine-grained, temporal-
focused video–language benchmarks in the community.

7. Conclusions
In short, we systematically analyze memory-efficient meth-
ods to scale video-first architectures to longer sequences of
frames and demonstrate that just masking high percentages
of the video (≤75%) yields competitive results on long
video–language tasks. Such masking shows a very small
performance drop on short videos, provides 2-3x memory
savings and allows scaling up to 4.3 minutes at 1 FPS
(LONGVIVIT) when freezing part of the short video
network in our two-stage training. LONGVIVIT outper-
forms modular approaches with LLM assistance on video
summarization and QA on benchmarks with richer tem-
poral dependencies (YouCook2, EgoSchema). We overall
demonstrate that encoding longer-range visual dependen-
cies can make a difference in downstream performance
and corrects mistakes that LLMs are unable to rectify.
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